Max Bronski

16.95 € (D)

I am become death

Rights sold: -

A dramatic spy thriller driven by the ultimate
questions of theoretical physics, the ethical
responsibility of science and the explosive link
between fundamental research and political
power.

Wolf Erlbruch

14.90 € (D)

Duck, Death and Tulip

Rights sold: -

Sooner or later every child asks about death.
With no inhibitions. Every parent knows this and
yet is seldom ready with an uninhibited
response. Death is a part of life but it rarely plays
a part in children's books. There are some
exceptions to this rule, and Wolf Erlbruchs "Ente,
Tod und Tulpe" (Duck, Death and Tulip) is
certainly one of the most notable. Death, it turns
out, has been there all the time, Duck's constant
but unnoticed companion.

Hermann Fischer

19.95 € (D)

Material Change

Rights sold: -

Hermann Fischer is a chemist and entrepreneur,
and a pioneer and advocate of
the use of renewable raw materials. Star ting out
from the biochemistry of our
own metabolism, Fischer uses his in-depth
knowledge and vast experience to
open the eyes of his readers to the magic of
substances and their compounds as
they shape our material environment. He
illustrates that, parallel to the changes
in perception and provision of energy generation,
a material change is also long
overdue in the chemical industry: our economies
can only ever be sustainable if
we harness the power of the sun.
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Hermann Scheer

19.90 € (D)

The Energethical Imperative

Rights sold: -

100% now: renewables as economic, ecological

lieferbar innerhalb von 2-3 Wochen

and ethical opportunity

Michael Sowa

14.95 € (D)

Stinky Hollow by Bottom Tops

Rights sold: -

I wonder have your parents ever taken you to
Windy Haven by Twin Tops? No? Hardly
surprising really, there’s nothing there but fresh
air, a swimming pool and mini golf. But there is a
secret that no-one likes to speak about and all
kinds of rumours that in the dim and distant past
Windy Haven was called Stinky Holllow and the
Twin Tops were known as Bottom Tops (quite
simply because that’s the way they looked!). But
why Stinky Hollow?
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